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Abstract 

Digital technology changes how scholars of humanity science conduct research 

and even the whole research environment.  In the era of big data, it is essential to 

analyze and discover important information from massive amount of data for 

assisting scholars of humanity science to perform multi-disciplinary research, and 

this is what we call digital humanities. 

During the past years, many projects have been conducted in Taiwan to digitize 

materials including rare books, history books and local gazetteers and created 

their metadata. At this time, we have already stored huge digital objects that can 

be used to study. But facing the huge data, researchers may be difficult to get 

start, and they need some tools to help.  What can the information technology 

help researchers? The Information technology is good to process the huge data 

quickly and steadily, but what are the researchers’ needs? Historical researchers 

are always worry about making conclusion by biased data, because they do not 

collect enough data, and they always need more information. By using the 

information technology, we can provide a quick way to get the whole status about 

data that have been collected by historians, even providing some facts based on 

some summarization technologies. In this research, we want to find out what the 

digital humanities could help history scholars do? 

Personage is an important kind of entities in study of history. Comprehensive 

understanding of personage biographies is beneficial for researching into 

historical events. In this research, the research team wants to develop the Taiwan 

Biographical Database (TBDB) which can help historians to find out some fact 

hidden in the huge digital materials quickly. TBDB will offer historians software 

services including relational DB search, full-text search, text mining, and social 

network analysis (SNA). At this point, we also want to know how historians 

conduct their research, and what tools can help them conduct research or analyze 

data. 

 


